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Agilent Technologies introduced the B1500A semiconductor device analyzer with 
Agilent EasyEXPERT software in 2005.  The B1500A supports all aspects of 
parametric test, from basic manual measurements to test automation across a 
wafer in conjunction with a semiautomatic wafer prober.  Because the B1500A 
utilizes the Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional operating system, it integrates 
easily into PC-based work environments.  In addition, the familiar Windows 
graphical user interface (GUI) and convenient online help menus minimize the need 
for instrument training The B1500A has already supplanted the 4155C and 4156Cfor instrument training.  The B1500A has already supplanted the 4155C and 4156C 
as the tool of choice for state-of-the-art parametric measurement needs.



Agilent EasyEXPERT software is a very flexible and intuitive software 
environment.  It makes it very easy for new and inexperienced users to begin 
making productive measurements within just a few minutes.  
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The B1500A is a modular instrument, and it supports a variety of different module 
types.  Modularity is an extremely important feature since parametric test continues 
to be an extremely dynamic area where new types of testing are constantly being 
required.  Parametric test requires more than simple source/monitor unit resources, 
and increasingly complex tests requiring capacitance testing, high-speed testing 
and fast pulsed measurement are becoming common.  Modularity insures that 
measurement equipment does not become outdated and that you have the ability to 
add new test capabilities to your parametric measurement equipment as youradd new test capabilities to your parametric measurement equipment as your 
measurement needs change in the future.
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Desktop EasyEXPERT software is free and it is available for download from the 
Agilent website.  Desktop EasyEXPERT runs on an external PC, and can operate in 
either online or offline modes.  
In online mode Desktop EasyEXPERT permits you to control the B1500A (as well 
as legacy instruments such as the 4155B/C and 4156B/C) from a PC using GPIB.  
If you have some of these older instruments in your lab then Desktop EasyEXPERT 
allows you to have a common software platform for testing.
In offline mode Desktop EasyEXPERT allows multiple users to develop applications 
and analyze data without having to use tie-up the B1500A.  This is especially useful 
in university environments where multiple students have to share a single 
instrument.
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There are a variety of different types of SMUs.  The most common SMU is the 
medium-power SMU (MPSMU); as the name implies this SMU can supply moderate 
levels of voltage and current (± 100 V and ±100 mA) and current measurement 
resolution down to 10 fA.  For precision measurements there is the high-resolution 
SMU (HRSMU); this SMU can supply the same current and voltage as the MPSMU, 
but it provides current measurement resolution of 1 fA or less and voltage 
measurement resolution of 0.5 mV.  The high-power SMU (HPSMU) is for situations 
requiring larger currents and voltages than can be supplied by the MPSMU orrequiring larger currents and voltages than can be supplied by the MPSMU or 
HRSMU; this SMU can supply current up to ±1 A and voltages up to ±200 V, and the 
measurement resolution capability is similar to that of a MPSMU.

In addition to the basic SMU types just mentioned, some SMUs support an 
additional module that enables them to achieve current measurement resolutions of 
0.1 femtoamps (100 attoamps).  In order to achieve this level of current 
measurement resolution the actual measurement unit has to be placed in close p
proximity to the device under test (DUT).  This means that this module has to be 
mounted onto the wafer prober and connected back to an SMU installed in the 
parameter analyzer mainframe via some sort of cabling arrangement.  In the case of 
the Agilent B1500A, this module is called the atto-sense and switch unit (ASU).  In 
addition to providing 0.1 fA current measurement resolution, the ASU also has some 
switching capabilities that will be discussed further in chapter 4.
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Inevitably the question gets asked: Why do we need triaxial cables to measure low 
current?  After all, BNC cables use insulating material, so why should we expect any 
leakage current?  The following slides illustrate why triaxial cables are necessary for 
low-current measurement.
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This example illustrates the leakage current of a typical coaxial cable.  Most 
IV applications do not require 100V but measurements below 1 nanoamp 
becomes difficult in any coaxial system.
Assume that the insulation material has a resistance of 1 Gigaohm and that 

we apply 100 V to the center conductor. A simple calculation shows that the 
leakage current will be 100 nA. Obviously, if we are trying to measure 
currents in the femtoamp (10-15 A) current range, we cannot use cables with 
100 A f l k t!100 nA of leakage current!
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The guard connection is needed for measurement < 1 nA.  Below 1 nA a 
regular coax  cable's capacitance dominates over the DUT (device under 
test) capacitance.  What you see is cable charging current.  I = C(dv/dt)  
where dv/dt is the rate of change of SMU voltage from one step to the next 
of a coax cable with no guard.  C is the total capacitance of the cable.
The above diagram shows how the cable capacitance is eliminated with a 

triaxial cable.  The  guard is driven at the same voltage as the force center 
d t N t fl b t d d f h th h ldconductor.  No current can flow between guard and force when they are held 

at the same potential.  Guard and force are isolated by a buffer amplifier.  
They can never be shorted together.  



Illustrated here is the benefit of the guarded measurement system which 
employs triaxial cabling.  The assumption here is the guard voltage is one 
microvolt offset from the signal voltage while everything else remains the 
same.  Obvious from inspection, if the guard voltage was equal to the signal 
voltage then no current would leak from the signal to the guard.
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The most important point to understand when connecting up triaxial and BNC 
connectors is how to connect the driven guard.  Remembering that the driven guard 
exists to allow for sub-nanoamp measurements, we can state as a general rule of 
thumb that for current measurements above one nanoamp we can simply connect 
up the force/sense line to the center conductor of the BNC cable and the shield to 
the outer ground shield of the BNC cable as shown in the upper section of the 
above table. The advantage of this configuration is its simplicity.  We do not need to 
take any special precautions with the driven guardtake any special precautions with the driven guard.

However, the only way that we can make a low-current (below one nanoamp) 
measurement with a BNC cable is to connect the driven guard to the outer shield of 
the BNC cable as shown in the lower section of the above table. This configuration 
presents a couple of significant challenges:
1. The outer shield of the BNC must be isolated from ground.
2 Th t hi ld f th BNC h d lt ( 40 V)2. The outer shield of the BNC can reach dangerous voltages (>40 V), so 

precautions must be take to ensure that the user is properly protected from 
receiving a fatal electrical shock.
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Shielding involves surrounding the measurement environment with conductive 
material so as to eliminate electrostatic noise.  Basic electromagnetic field theory 
shows that surrounding a volume with conductive material creates a barrier across 
which electromagnetic signals cannot cross.  This is also often referred to as 
creating a “Faraday cage.”  Typically, for parametric test this is accomplished 
through the use of some sort of shielding box as shown above.
There are a number of best practices that one should keep in mind when trying to 

t ll hi ld d t i tcreate a well-shielded measurement environment:
• Enclose the measurement area with conductive material and measurement cables 
with a metal shield or braid.

• Electrically connect shielding enclosure and cable shields to the test instrument 
common (shield) and/or to earth ground.

• To reduce capacitance & vibration effects, keep the shielding and test circuit as far p p g
apart as possible.

• Eliminate “light leaks” through gaps around doors and hinges, tubing and cable 
entry points, connectors and connector panels, and seams/joints between panels.

• Fill seams/gaps/joints with conductive caulking or gaskets.
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One common problem when using shields that has not yet been mentioned is 
creating ground loops.  While all shields are tied to ground, when you have multiple 
shielded instruments and cables in a given measurement environment it is almost a 
certainty that the grounds to which these are tied are not at the same potential.  
Consider the simple case of two conductive planes both tied to ground shown 
above.
As long as these conductive planes are only connected together at one point, any 
diff i th d lt (V ) f th l i t idifference in the common mode voltage (Vcm) of these planes is not an issue 
because no current can flow between the planes.  However, if the ground planes 
are strapped together in more than one location then a loop path for current is 
created that can cause significant current to flow through the conductive planes.  
This common mode voltage can seriously impact parametric measurement results.
Thus, although it may be counter-intuitive the best strategy when making parametric 
measurements is to avoid excessive ground connections and instead connectmeasurements is to avoid excessive ground connections and instead connect 
everything together through a single ground point.  Note: Since instruments almost 
always have their ground tied to chassis ground, which is in-turn tied to earth 
ground, this is already taken care of for you.  If you suspect that you are having a 
grounding issue, then the simplest solution is to make sure that the power cords of 
all of your equipment are tied together to a common power strip.
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By using a guard layer in the wafer chuck, the effects of the parasitic chuck 
capacitance and the leakage currents through the wafer chuck can be virtually 
eliminated.  In addition to guarding the wafer chuck, if the guard can also be placed 
above the wafer being measured then noise can be reduced further and an optimal 
low-noise measurement environment is guaranteed.  Such a measurement scheme 
is shown above.
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Measurement ranging is intimately interrelated with measurement accuracy and 
l ti H b f di it i it i t t t d t d h SMU hresolution.  However, before proceeding it is it important to understand why SMUs have a 

range setting in the first place.  The SMU circuitry has to switch in and out (using relays) 
different resistor values in order to handle the maximum expected current or voltage value 
based upon the initial compliance setting specified by the user. Selecting one or more 
resistors via these relay switches places the SMU into a given measurement range.  
Obviously, it takes some time to switch these relays and move from one range to the next.  
While it would be possible to always have the SMU start at the highest possible 
measurement range and work its way down to the lowest measurement range that 

t i d th tit b i d thi ld lt i t l l tcontained the quantity being measured, this would result in extremely slow measurements.  
By allowing flexibility as to how a measurement range is selected, the user gains the ability 
to trade off measurement speed versus accuracy.
There are typically three types of ranging selectable on an SMU: fixed, limited, and auto. 

Ranking the measurement ranges in terms of fastest to slowest, the order would be: fixed 
(fastest), limited (next fastest), and auto (slowest). Although fixed measurement ranging 
yields the fastest measurement results, it has the limitation that the SMU will not go into a 
lower measurement range to improve measurement accuracy.  Also, if you attempt to g p y , y p
measure a current or voltage in fixed measurement range that exceeds the maximum value 
of the fixed measurement range you will get a measurement error.  Limited ranging and 
auto ranging are similar in that they both start in the highest measurement range that 
contains the user-specified compliance value, and they both work their way down to find the 
optimal range in which to make the measurement.  The difference between the two ranging 
choices is that limited ranging will never go below the user-specified range limit.  Thus, 
limited ranging is useful when you are uncertain of the value of current or voltage that you 
will be measuring and you do not care about ultra-precise measurement.  However, if you be easu g a d you do o ca e abou u a p ec se easu e e o e e , you
absolutely have to have the best measurement accuracy and measurement time is not a 
concern then auto ranging is the correct choice.
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Inexperienced users sometimes confuse the purposes of measurement ranging 
d i t ti ti It i i t t t d t d th t th f i t tiand integration time.  It is important to understand that the purpose of integrating a 

measurement over time is to eliminate noise.  Increasing the integration time does 
not have the same effect as using a lower measurement range.  Before increasing 
integration time to improve your measurement results you should first determine if 
you have chosen the correct measurement range for the level of current or voltage 
that you are trying to measure.  For example, it makes no sense to try and make a 
femtoamp current measurement using limited 1 nA ranging on an SMU, since the 
SMU needs to get down into the 10 pA range in order to make good femtoampSMU needs to get down into the 10 pA range in order to make good femtoamp 
measurements.  As a general rule, lower measurement ranges require longer 
integration times in order to obtain a satisfactory measurement because noise 
becomes more of an issue as you try to measure small currents and voltages.

One of the most common sources of noise in parametric test is power line cycle 
noise.  The AC current that measurement instrumentation uses for power typically 
has a frequency of either 50 or 60 Hz (depending on a given country’s standards), 
and this AC current creates powerful electromagnetic fields that can superimposeand this AC current creates powerful electromagnetic fields that can superimpose 
noise on the quantity under measurement.  The effects of power line cycle noise 
can be mitigated through proper shielding; however, as the measurement range 
decreases the effects of power line cycle noise become more pronounced.  In this 
case, the only effective means to eliminate power line cycle noise is to average the 
measurement over more than one power line cycle.  Virtually all parametric 
measurement instruments have this capability.  Careful reading of most instrument 
specifications reveals that their lowest level of measurement resolution actuallyspecifications reveals that their lowest level of measurement resolution actually 
requires integration over 16 power line cycles. 
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In addition to noise, capacitance on the SMU outputs can cause ringing and other 
transient phenomena each time the SMU applies a new voltage or current.  To 
insure that the applied voltage or current is stable before making a measurement, 
you can specify both a measurement hold time and a measurement delay time as 
shown below. The hold time insures that the SMU outputs are stable before the start 
of a measurement, and the delay time insures that the SMU outputs are stable 
during a measurement if the value of the SMU output is being changed.
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Offset currents can create some significant measurement challenges when making 
current measurements in the femtoamp range.  There are a variety of sources for 
offset currents, but the important point is that as long as they are consistent they 
can be eliminated.  The 4155C, 4156C, B1500A and B1505A all have a built-in 
feature known as “SMU Zero Offset Cancel”.  With the outputs open the SMU zero 
cancel function measures the SMU offset current and then automatically subtract 
out this offset when the SMU performs subsequent measurements.   
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On the B1500A the SMU zero offset cancel function status appears in the bottom 
menu bar as shown above.
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After performing a zero offset cancel calibration, you should be able to obtain a very good 
(±3 fA) low current base line measurement on a HRSMU with the outputs open The(±3 fA) low-current base line measurement on a HRSMU with the outputs open. The 
following is the procedure for debugging a low-current measurement setup:

1. Sweep 0 V to 1 V with no cables attached (after 30 minute warm-up)
a. Check to make sure that all SMU modules passed self-calibration
b. Perform SMU zero offset cancel
c. Verify that there is a ±3 fA base line
d N t S i di t th t th SMU f ti i tld. Note: Success indicates that the SMUs are functioning correctly.

2. Connect prober cables but do not connect the cables to the wafer prober 
a. Wait several minutes to allow piezoelectric effects to dissipate
b. Perform SMU zero offset cancel
c. Check base line
d. Note: Success indicates that the cables are not damaged (leaky).

3. Connect the prober cables to the prober connector plate but do not connect them to the p p p
wafer probes 

a. Wait several minutes to allow piezoelectric effects to dissipate
b. Perform SMU zero offset cancel
c. Check base line
d. Note: Success indicates that the connector plates are not leaky.

4. Connect wafer probes to connector plate
a Wait several minutes to allow piezoelectric effects to dissipatea. Wait several minutes to allow piezoelectric effects to dissipate 
b. With probes up (not contacting wafer), perform SMU zero offset cancel
c. With probes up (not contacting wafer), check baseline
d. Note: Success indicates that the wafer probes are functioning correctly.
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As the above illustration shows, the B1500A is an excellent tool for a variety 
of nanodevice measurement applications.
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The B1500A’s resident EasyEXPERT software environment includes a variety of 
application tests for performing nanodevice measurement.  



All of the furnished CNT FET measurement application tests are user-modifiable.



Agilent has an application note available describing some of the applications of the 
B1500A for nanodevice measurement.



As the above graphs show, the B1500A can easily measure the electrical 
characteristics of carbon nanotube FETs.









Switching matrices can be a very cost-effective solution when probe cards are 
used.  However, the vast majority of laboratory-based analytical wafer probing 
involves the use of individual positioners rather than probe cards.  Although it is 
certainly possible to use a switching matrix with positioners, the cost and complexity 
of this type of solution may not be optimal.  Fortunately, Agilent Technologies has 
several options for positioner-based wafer probing switching that do not require a 
switching matrix. 
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In a capacitance measurement we are applying a very small-amplitude AC signal  
that rests on top of a much DC signal to a capacitor.  Unlike discrete capacitors, 
semiconductor device capacitance varies as a function of DC voltage, frequency, 
and AC voltage.

Most commonly we want to know how the capacitance varies as a function of the 
DC voltage level, but sometimes the variation of capacitance versus frequency and 
AC signal level are also measured.
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MOSFET (or CNT FET) capacitance measurement is very important, as it is the 
only way that certain key device parameters can be determined.  
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Agilent can supply EasyEXPERT application tests that automate the calculation of 
these parameters.
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Agilent supports two other positioner-based switching solutions for the HRSMU 
and MPSMU.  Both of these solutions use the SMU CMU unify unit (SCUU).  The 
SCUU is a switching module designed to work with the B1500A’s MFCMU and two 
of either the high-resolution or medium power SMUs.  The SCUU form-factor is 
designed to accept the four BNC outputs of the MFCMU and the two pairs of Kelvin 
triaxial outputs from the two HRSMUs and/or MPSMUs.  The SCUU provides the 
capability to switch between the MFCMU and the HRSMU/MPSMU pair 
automatically and it outputs are two pairs of triaxial outputsautomatically, and it outputs are two pairs of triaxial outputs. 
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A diagram of the SCUU showing its connections is shown above. The advantage 
of this solution for a positioner-based wafer probing environment is that you can 
switch between IV and CV measurements without having to change any cables.  
Also, Agilent can supply a cable (3.0 m) that allows the SCUU to be mounted on an 
analytical wafer prober in close proximity to the DUT and the B1500A will 
automatically detect and compensate for the effects of the supported cabling 
connection. The only further cabling compensation required is for the additional 
items (triaxial cables positioner and probe tip) that are attached to the triaxialitems (triaxial cables, positioner and probe tip) that are attached to the triaxial 
outputs of the SCUU.  Agilent can also supply a magnetic mount for the SCUU, 
although most analytical wafer prober companies can also supply mounting 
hardware for the SCUU.
There is one other optional component of the SCUU solution that has not yet been 
mentioned even though it was shown in the diagram and the cable going to it was 
shown in the SCUU picture.  It is the guard switch unit (GSWU).  The GSWU can be p g ( )
connected to the SCUU, and its purpose is to short the guard lines of the two 
positioners used with the SCUU together (using an internal relay) whenever a 
capacitance measurement is being made.  In normal current-voltage (IV) operation 
the GSWU does not short the guards together, which is of course what you want 
since the guards have to track the signal lines in order to permit low-current 
measurement.  The reasons for shorting the guards together during CV 
measurement is to improve the accuracy of the capacitance measurementmeasurement is to improve the accuracy of the capacitance measurement.
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In addition, to possessing impressive low-current measurement capability, the atto-
sense and switch unit (ASU) possesses (as its name implies) a built-in switching 
capability.  Each ASU has two BNC inputs that are nominally designed to be used 
with two of the outputs from a capacitance meter, although they can be used with 
any type of instrumentation that has BNC outputs.  
The advantage of combining switching capability with 0.1 femtoamp measurement 

capability should be obvious: you can switch between IV and CV measurements on 
iti ith t h i t h bl I dditi th B1500A illpositioners without having to change any cables.  In addition, the B1500A will 

automatically detect and compensate for the effects of the two supported cabling 
connections (1.5 m and 3.0 m) between the HRSMU and the ASU.  This means that 
the only further cabling compensation required is for the additional items (triaxial 
cables, positioner and probe tip) that are attached to the triaxial outputs of the ASU.  
Note: Of course, the length of these “cable extensions” should be kept as short as 
possible.p
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The table shown above summarizes the three Agilent positioner-based switching 
solutions.  You can combine the B1500A’s MFCMU and MPSMUs or HRSMUs with 
the SCUU or ASUs to create positioner-based CV-IV switching solutions to meet a 
variety of needs.  All solutions are Kelvin, they support CV-IV switching, and they 
have integrated capacitance compensation.  One big advantage of these solutions 
is that the measurement accuracy of the SMUs is retained, which is not the case 
when an external switching matrix is used to perform the CV-IV switching function.
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Virtually all of the topics covered in this slide presentation are discussed in much 
greater depth in the Parametric Measurement Handbook.  Please request a copy if 
you want to learn more detailed information on parametric test.
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